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Conjure an aura of mystery with  

gifts whimsical, spirited, and chic.  

 Let the festivities begin.  

Every gift is beautifully wrapped. 
Never an extra charge.
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(a) DAPPER & DELILAH
Like a king and queen who rule the pumpkin patch, charming Dapper 
& Delilah are artisan crafted with hand painted faces to preside over 
autumn's festivities. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete details.

#21327 | Delilah Pumpkin | $224

#21328 | Dapper Pumpkin | $224

#21330 | Dapper & Delilah | $398

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(e) ENDORA WITCH
Dressed to the nines in her bewitching best, Endora prepares to charm all 
who cross her path with silvery yarn locks, pointy boots, striped stockings, 
and an oh-so-sparkly spider web cape. Measuring approximately 32" long 
and featuring a weighted bottom to allow upright propping, Endora arrives 
packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#16684 | $104

(c) ALL HALLOWS’ WREATH
Invite guests to revel in the atmosphere of the season with our All Hallows' 
Wreath. Crafted of faux botanicals and berries in vivid orange and midnight 
black, wreath is displayed on a black painted twig backing. All Hallows' 
Wreath measures approximately 18" in diameter and arrives adorned with 
a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21325 | $68

(f ) SLEEPY HOLLOW PLATE & SWEETS
Serve up a festive spread of All Hallows' Eve snacks with our Sleepy 
Hollow Plate & Sweets. Including autumn gummy worms, orange sours, 
yellow chocolate covered pretzels, candy corn taffy, and 2 jumbo chocolate 
covered pretzels, ceramic plate measures approximately 8" x 8" and all 
arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21516 | $98

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(b) TRICK-OR-TREAT RETRIEVER
With puppy dog eyes poking through his master’s favorite sheet, our 
pooch and pumpkin are ready for Halloween fun! This lighthearted piece 
of holiday décor is perfect on its own or could light the way for others with 
your own LED light placed in his jack-o-lantern. Standing approximately 
19" tall, papier mâché Retriever arrives adorned with a fluffy signature 
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. CA residents, see order info page for Prop 65 
warning. 

#11725 | $214

(a) (c) (e)
(a) SKELETON SCARECROW DUO
Dressed to delight, our Skeleton Scarecrow Duo welcomes the fun spirit 
of the harvest. Wearing darling complementary outfits, scarecrows have 
adorably hand painted faces, poseable wire frame arms, and weighted 
bottoms to sit upright. Scarecrows each measure approximately 23" long 
and the pair arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21467 | set of 2 scarecrows | $88

(d) BLACK CAT TREAT TOTE
Send a delicious variety of Halloween treats packaged in a cute tote. With 
black & orange licorice, white chocolate covered pretzels, cinnamon toffee 
popcorn, fruity cotton candy, and Halloween taffy, Black Cat Treat Tote 
measures approximately 8" in diameter by 8" tall. All arrive adorned with a 
fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21517 | $84

(b)

(f )

(d)
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(a) ELMIRA & PUMPKINHEAD
Proudly presenting her smartest-dressed pumpkin, Elmira has countless 
artisan details and a serene, hand painted expression. Weighted to 
sit upright, Elmira & Pumpkinhead are dressed with exquisite detail. 
Measuring approximately 33" long, this enchanting duo arrives packaged in 
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#19075 | $118

(b) CHOCOLATE CARAMEL  
PRETZEL GOBLINS
Spooky cute treats send smiles to every little ghost and goblin. One or two 
dozen salted pretzel rods dipped in buttery caramel and white chocolate 
with adorable little “goblin” face details come gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#3397 | crate of 1 dozen goblins | $54

#4350 | crate of 2 dozen goblins (pictured) | $84

(c) TRICK-OR-TREAT SWEETS
A hauntingly sweet crate brimming with goodies for all your favorite ghouls 
and goblins to share. Frightful orange sour balls, peach rings, peanut 
brittle, dark and white chocolate raisins, caramel “candy corns,” caramel 
pretzel goblins and mummies, a marshmallow crispie pumpkin and witch’s 
boot, a fudge truffle pumpkin, and a marshmallow “candy corn” pop come 
gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#9682 | $124

(e) CHAT NOIR HANGING MOON
Pardonne-moi, mon petit chat! The most adorable kitten pauses to rest at 
midnight, mysteriously entranced with a masquerading crescent moon. 
Artistically crafted of sturdy papier-mâché with a simple loop for hanging, 
Chat Noir Hanging Moon measures approximately 17" in diameter and 
arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon. CA residents,  
see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#18860 | $238

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d) MADDIE MINI WITCH
She may be more diminutive than her sisters, but Maddie Mini Witch has 
charm to spare. Decked out in her tattered dress, a black cape, and a 
broomstick for twilight conjurings, Maddie is weighted at the bottom to sit 
upright. Witch measures approximately 17" tall and arrives packaged in 
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#19076 | $78

(d)

“Share  
gifts of  

magic and 
wonder.”

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com 800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com
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(c) MONSTROUSLY FUN BINGO  
& TREATS CRATE 
Make a night of it by gathering the family for a bit of mischief—and lots of 
laughter—with the silliest monsters! Charmingly updating a classic, this 
bingo set features gleeful ghouls adorning 8 double-sided bingo cards 
along with 48 chips, a cardboard “monster head” box, game board, and 
150 card markers. To sweeten gameplay, we’ve included green Aussie 
licorice, 4 twirled lollipops, white chocolate pretzels, and fruity popcorn. 
All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. 
Recommended for ages 3 and up. 

#14357 | $88

(e) ALLISTER & AGATHA GNOMES 
Make room for the newest duo on the block! Fuzzy and festively dressed for 
an unforgettable Halloween, our Allister & Agatha Gnomes are weighted 
to sit upright and add charm to any décor. Allister measures approximately 
14" tall, Agatha measures approximately 21" tall, and the set of two arrives 
gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#18756 | set of 2 gnomes | $98

(a) TWILIGHT BAT WREATH
Dark and shimmery like Hallows’ Eve, a swarm of bats ominously await 
orders from the Count. Measuring approximately 29" in diameter, wreath’s 
glittery bats are wire-mounted on twisted branches for wonderful depth 
and dimension. Arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa®  
satin bow.

#11736 | $88

(b) HAUNTED LANTERN SNOW GLOBE
A haunted house looms on the horizon, yet is mysteriously close at hand. 
Enshrined in glass with a glittering base, our Haunted Lantern Snow Globe 
is battery powered to automatically circulate “snow” and illuminate from 
within. Snow globe measures approximately 6 ½" x 2 ½" x 9" and arrives 
gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21551 | $124

(d) MYSTIC LIT TREES
Radiating a fabulous purple glow, our Mystic Lit Trees reign with a princely 
presence. With glittering black branches and sturdy bases, Mystic Lit 
Trees are battery powered for effortless staging. Small tree measures 
approximately 5" square by 23" tall, large tree measures approximately  
5" square by 29" tall, and the pair arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift 
wrap with ribbon.

#21550 | set of 2 trees | $124

(f ) VLADIMIR & VERUCA VULTURES
This welcoming committee greets visitors with great anticipation. Whether 
displayed in a lighthearted or foreboding Halloween scene, Vladimir 
& Veruca Vultures help complete the mood. Sturdily crafted with a 
combination of papier-mâché and faux fur, vultures measure approximately 
9" long by 10" tall and the set of two arrives packaged together in  
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#19074 | set of 2 vultures | $98

(a)

(f )

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(c) HALLOWEEN TREATS CRATE
Send some Halloween treats the whole group will enjoy! Loaded with a 
tempting variety of goodies, petite crate includes caramel apple cotton 
candy, sour gummy pumpkins, s’mores taffy, orange sours, and a black 
cat lollipop. Medium adds sour apple jelly beans, white chocolate pretzel 
bark, and caramel popcorn. Large adds gummy hats, fall mixed candies, 
a frosted spiderweb lollipop, and mini pumpkin marshmallows. Each size 
arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#18959 | petite | $54

#18958 | medium | $88

#18957 | large (pictured) | $118

(a) BOOLICOUS CANDY CRATE
No tricks, only treats this Halloween with our fearsomely fun sweets! 
Large includes white chocolate dunked sandwich cookies, white chocolate 
pretzels, wiggly gummy worms, orange and black licorice, gummy bears, 
caramel chocolate popcorn, jelly beans, and sour gummy pumpkins. 
Extra large includes wiggly gummy worms and jelly beans, while doubling 
servings of all the other treats. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#11812 | large (pictured) | $74

#11813 | extra large | $114

(d) BONES GAME & SNACKS
Who's ready for a game? A fun update on a classic, our Bones Game lets 
players remove and stack wooden bones as high as they can go. Complete 
with candy skulls, red wheel licorice, white chocolate covered pretzels, and 
rocky road popcorn, all arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#21597 | $98

(b) CHOCOLATE COVERED GOBLIN 
BITES
Ghoulishly sweet chocolate goodies are always devilishly delicious. 
Decorated with mummy, ghost, eyeball and monster detailing, petite 
includes six white chocolate dunked sandwich cookies that come paired 
with six milk chocolate covered goblin nut clusters. Large is double the 
treats, and each size comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate  
with ribbon.

#7840 | petite | $50

#7839 | large (pictured) | $88

(e) HAUNTED HOUSE COOKIES
Reimagining the traditional Halloween treat, our Haunted House Cookies 
are sure to bring a smile to every boy and ghoul. Cute and sweet, our 
buttery, crisp cookies are frosted with a candy-like icing decorated with 
a charming cast of characters. Six oversized cookies arrive gift wrapped 
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21599 | crate of 6 cookies | $68

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com 800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) CANDY CORN & TREATS CRATE
Our yellow and orange bushel brims with harvesttime glee. Medium 
includes milk chocolate pretzels, rocky road popcorn, orange licorice, taffy, 
cookie and candy corn white chocolate bark, a candy corn shaped cookie, 
trail mix with candy corn, a candy corn shaped caramel, a crispy treat 
topped with candy corn, and crisscross crunch. Large also includes a candy 
corn shaped crispy treat and candy corn topped white chocolate pretzels. 
Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#14384 | medium | $88

#14329 | large (pictured) | $124

(b) SPOOKY FROSTED COOKIES
Wickedly tasty, these whimsical frosted treats are truly irresistible. Decorated 
with spooky Halloween details, our deliciously thick sugar cookies are iced 
with decadent candy-like frosting. Nine oversized cookies come gift wrapped 
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#9705 | crate of 9 oversized cookies | $88

(d) VELVETY PUMPKIN WREATH
Embrace autumn with open arms with our Velvety Pumpkin Wreath. 
A colorful array of soft, velvety pumpkins is arranged into a uniquely 
lightweight, easy to hang, and welcoming showpiece. Wreath measures 
approximately 17" in diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature 
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#18716 | $98

(c) DORIAN PUMPKIN DOORSTOP
“May I hold the door for you today?” Always polite with a perpetual grin, 
Dorian Pumpkin Doorstop is beautifully crafted and weighted with sand to 
hold the door or serve as enchanting décor. Hand painted to showcase his 
jovial character, Dorian measures approximately 7 ½" in diameter by 14" 
tall and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21329 | $68

(e) ESME
Just in time for Halloween, the cutest bat finds his way into a lively patch 
of blossoms. Surrounded by yellow and orange flowers, twigs, and thistles, 
Esme's felt bat ornament is a delightful keepsake. Expertly arranged in a 
dark stained wood box, Esme measures approximately 7" x 7" x 12" to top 
of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam; CA 
residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#21557 | $108

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com 800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com
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(c) WITCH’S LEGS DOOR MAT
Lay out a bewitchingly warm welcome! Made from durable coconut coir, this 
playful Halloween mat features fun witch leg detailing and can be kept clean 
with a simple shake. Mat measures 17" x 29" and arrives adorned with a 
fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Natural shedding may occur.

#9678 | $68

(b) GRANDE LIGHT-UP WITCH HAT
Magic and whimsy light up the night! Decked out with an orange bow and 
a curlicue that attracts all Halloween well-wishers, our battery powered 
Grande Light-up Witch Hat charmingly illuminates. Hat measures 
approximately 16" in diameter by 34" tall and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. CA residents, see order info page for 
Prop 65 warning.

#18723 | $214

(a) ZELDA WITCH
The high witch of the coven reigns over all in her sight. Sitting calmly to 
preserve her power, Zelda Witch is detailed from head to toe, including 
orange and black clothing, a feathered hat, and a painted face with an 
expression that will give onlookers the chills. Witch is weighted to sit 
upright, measures approximately 34" long, and arrives packaged in  
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#18963 | $138

(d) BAT & LUNA WREATH
Reminiscent of the elegance of the art deco movement combined with a 
touch of mystery, our Bat & Luna Wreath is ready to charm every visitor. 
Crafted of metal with a gilt finish and hanging bats, wreath has a sturdy 
hook for easy hanging. Wreath measures approximately 24" in diameter 
and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21388 | $74

(e) PETITE MAGDA WITCH
Taking a night off from her usual ballet routine, Petite Magda Witch is 
dressed up and ready for trick-or-treating. With matching glittering hat 
and shoes, a tulle gown with cape, and pigtailed midnight black hair, Petite 
Magda Witch doll measures approximately 16" long and arrives packaged 
in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21434 | $74

“Halloween
magic is created

with gifts full
of character.”

(a) (b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) LILITH BAT WITCH
Surrounded by two protective friends, Lilith Bat Witch has a commanding 
presence. Dressed in her sleekest black cape and feathered hat, hand 
painted Lilith carries a lantern and stands tall on a fixed base to bring a 
little magic home. Lilith Bat Witch measures approximately 32" tall and 
arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21326 | $204

(c) HARVEST FOLIAGE WREATH
A cornucopia of real preserved leaves, flowers, and buds are arranged on 
a twig backing to celebrate the beauty of the harvest. Wreath measures 
approximately 18" in diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature 
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Keep wreath from direct sunlight to preserve 
coloring. Wreath takes approximately 7 business days to create.

#18768 | $148

DÉCOR
bewitching

“Send an
autum surprise

of witches
and pumpkins.”
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(a) (b)

(c)
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                                                     $0.01 to $25.00                                                                                                       $9

$25.01 to $50.00 $15

$50.01 to $75.00 $20

$75.01 to $100.00 $26

$100.01 to $150.00 $30

$150.01 to $200.00 $33

$200.01 and over 16%

OUR GUARANTEE: We unconditionally guarantee the presentation 
and quality of our gifts upon delivery. If a gift we've sent does not live up 
to these high standards, please contact us and we will re-send the gift 
with our compliments, or refund your purchase price, whichever you 
desire. Our cut flower arrangements are guaranteed to be fresh for 72 
hours after delivery.

CUSTOMER SERVICE & ORDERING:

SHIPPING & HANDLING: Same day shipping is usually available 
for orders received by 2PM (MT) M-F. S+H charges are based on product 
cost before any discounts. Please see item descriptions for special 
shipping requirements. A $10 charge per package will be applied to your 
credit card when incorrect or incomplete addresses are given. 

To better assist you, all calls to and from Olive & Cocoa® may be recorded  
for training purposes.

MAILING & EMAIL LISTS: We occasionally share portions of our 
mailing list with carefully selected companies. If you do not wish your 
mailing address to be shared, or do not wish to receive our catalogs or 
emails, please contact us by phone, email or mail. You may also click on 
the "unsubscribe" link on the bottom of any of email we send. Please see 
oliveandcocoa.com for complete Privacy Policy.

SUBSTITUTIONS: Because of the perishable and sometimes 
seasonal nature of many of our products, we reserve the right to make 
substitutions of items of equal or greater value as necessary to ensure 
timely delivery of your gifts. 

SHIPPING CHARGES 
PER US ADDRESS

$19

$29

$33

$38

$41

$47

24%

STANDARD TWO DAY NEXT DAY

$30

$39

$45

$50

$54

$59

29%

SURCHARGES: Next Day AM delivery, add $5. Next Day Saturday
delivery, add $15. Alaska and Hawaii will take additional time, add $15.
Certain large items require a shipping surcharge, which is specified next 
to the item price. Surcharges are in addition to shipping charges.

®

PAYMENT: We accept all major credit cards. When ordering, you 
authorize Olive & Cocoa® to charge your credit card. We do not accept 
credit cards through email or fax. We do not accept payment by personal 
check. Please see oliveandcocoa.com for complete Terms of Sale.

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CA RESIDENTS:

Phone: 800.538.5404 Fax: 801.433.5008
Email: customerservice@oliveandcocoa.com
Web: oliveandcocoa.com
Mail: 6345 W 300 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84104

WARNING: Cancer -
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ORDERING INFORMATION

©2009-2021 Olive & Cocoa, LLC. OLIVE & COCOA is a registered trademark in the 
United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India, and the European Union. All 
rights reserved. Descriptive or typographical errors are subject to correction. We 
reserve the right to change items, prices, or policies at any time and without notice.
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(b) BLANC & NOIR ENAMEL PUMPKINS
Elevate any autumn décor with the most elegant pumpkins in town. 
Simultaneously sophisticated and rustic, add your own candles or LED 
lights to illuminate our chic alternative to traditional jack-o-lanterns. 
Black pumpkin measures approximately 12" tall, white pumpkin measures 
approximately 16" tall, and both arrive adorned with a fluffy signature  
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#18755 | set of 2 pumpkins | $134

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(d) BARNABEE SCARECROW
With a touch of whimsy and heaps of charm, our affable and knobby-kneed 
scarecrow is dressed in pointy boots and black dungarees with his scaredy-
cat staff in hand. Featuring vintage appeal and a knowing smirk drawn 
on his pumpkin face, Barnabee measures 28" long and is weighted to sit 
upright. Arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#16685 | $94

(a) LITTLE HOOT OWL WREATH
With bright eyes and bushy twig brows, a feathered friend offers a cheerful 
greeting. Crafted of pine cones and twigs, Little Hoot Owl Wreath sports 
a wide-eyed expression thanks to carved wood rosette and marble eyes. 
Measuring approximately 14" x 11", wreath has a twine loop on top  
for hanging and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa®  
satin bow.

#16641 | $84

(b) IVAN & MILA
Springing from an enchanted pumpkin patch, Ivan and Mila bring 
harvesttime wonder home. Donned in their best, our fairytale pumpkins 
brim with old world charm from their vine tipped heads and hand finished 
faces to their pointed boots. Measuring approximately 16" each and 
weighted to sit upright, our pumpkin doll couple (one of each design) 
arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#14171 | set of 2 pumpkin dolls | $124
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(c) FOREST GNOME TWINS
Dressed in cozy hats with an abundance of hair, our Forest Gnome Twins 
are ready for every adventure. Weighted to sit upright on any shelf or 
mantle, gnomes have an adjustable wire in the hat for individual posing. 
Gnomes each measure approximately 11" long and the set of two arrives 
gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21554 | set of 2 gnomes | $88

(e) AUBURN PUMPKIN ESTATE MAT
Our Auburn Pumpkin Estate Mat welcomes visitors with festive painterly 
style. Commemorating the final gourds of the harvest season, door mat  
is generously sized and crafted of natural coconut coir. Estate mat 
measures approximately 18" x 40" and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. If natural shedding occurs, a simple 
shake will do.

#21371 | $74

“As greens 
turn gold, 
changing 

colors invite 
fresh décor.”

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)
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(d) LULU LAMB & BLANKIE
Cozy cuddling sends baby straight to sweet sleep. A fuzzy sheep snuggles 
next to baby to keep them company while a luxurious ivory colored 
reversible chamois blanket wraps them up tight. Sheep measures 
approximately 13" long, blanket measures 30" x 36", and both come gift 
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#2015 | $94

(e) SNUGGLY FOX & BLANKIE
From our den to yours, ultra-soft Snuggly Fox can’t wait to burrow together 
with your wee cub. Snuggly Fox is accompanied by our softly spun and 
wonderfully textured patchwork blankie that measures approximately  
39" x 30". Blankie and 12" fox arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#14325 | $128
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(a) SLEEPY SLOTH & STORYBOOK
“But First, We Nap!” Sleepy Sloth’s motto is as adorable as it is simple, 
and a perfect reminder for the day’s most important activity. Ready for a 
lifetime of love, our supremely fuzzy and cuddly Sleepy Sloth measures 
approximately 13" long. Sloth and book arrive gift wrapped together in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#18937 | $74

Snuggles
fall into(a)

(d)

(e)

(b) FALL FOX & STORYBOOK
A loveable activity toy, Fall Fox has built-in rings for grabbing, a crinkly 
stomach, squeaky leaf, and acorn rattle for endless playtime possibilities. 
Weighted to sit upright, fox measures approximately 12" long and comes 
with "Fletcher and the Falling Leaves" for a colorful storytime. Fall Fox  
& Storybook arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate  
with ribbon.

#21635 | $98

(c) KACEY KOALA & BLANKIE
Expect hours of enjoyment with Kacey Koala & Blankie. Featuring crinkly 
ears, a mirror, a textured rattle, rubberized teething leaf, and an attached 
squeaky joey, our activity toy comes with a soft snuggly blankie for 
naptime bliss. Koala measures approximately 12" long, blankie measures 
approximately 34" x 36", and both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon. 

#21629 | $134

(f ) “BIG RED BARN” BOOK & TOYS
Send a playset with an "oink-oink" here and a "moo-moo" there! With 
4 soft animals measuring approximately 5" long each, our darling farm 
includes a fabric barn that measures 5" x 6" x 7". Paired with a delightfully 
illustrated book, "Big Red Barn" Book & Toys arrive gift wrapped together 
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21596 | $118

(f )

(b)

(c)

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com 800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) ESCALANTE WOVEN RUANA
Gorgeous southwestern patterns come to life on our contemporary 
Escalante Woven Ruana. Intricately woven of 100% cotton in shades of  
red, orange, and brown, ruana is finished with stitched edges and an  
open front design. Women's one size fits most ruana arrives packaged  
in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21485 | $198

(b) AUTUMN BLOOMS SCARF 
Venture into the ever-changing breezes of fall with our Autumn Blooms 
Scarf. A variety of contrasting florals are woven into a chocolate brown 
background to create a wearable luxury. Spun of a lovely wool and cotton 
blend with fringed ends, scarf measures approximately 27" x 72" and 
arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21562 | $118

(c) MANDARIN SPA CRATE
A relaxing spa day is always near with our Mandarin Spa Crate. Filled with 
little luxuries to create a retreat-like setting at home, crate includes sweet 
orange, mandarin & jasmine scented hand cream and bar soap, a bath 
bomb, a shower steamer, and an orange scented candle. All arrive gift 
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21628 | $128

(d) MOAB WOOL HAT
Send her riding into the sunset in style with our Moab Wool Hat. Beautifully 
crafted of wool in a classic shade of taupe, hat has an embroidered exterior 
hat band and an interior adjustable sweatband for comfort. Women's one 
size fits most hat measures approximately 15" in diameter at its widest 
point and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21570 | $124

(e) MEREDITH
Share uplifting sentiments and warm wishes with a gathering of this 
season's freshest stems. Vibrant colors burst among a field of florals, 
textural foliage, and thistles to enliven every space. Meredith measures 
approximately 8" x 5" x 8" to top of arrangement and requires next day 
shipping. Contains floral foam; CA residents, see order info page for  
Prop 65 warning.

#21556 | $88

(f ) SANTA FE TURQUOISE EARRINGS
Whether worn on the runway or a jaunt into town, our Santa Fe Turquoise 
Earrings are a beautiful accompaniment to her jewelry collection. Artisan 
crafted with turquoise stones in a captivating leverback design, gold filled 
earrings measure approximately 1" long and arrive gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21590 | $124

enlarged to show detail

(f )

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

“Fall's colors 
and fashions 
are here.”
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(b) METALLIC LEATHER BEADED CUFF
Combining contemporary design with the ultimate in fashionable details, 
metallic leather strands hold dozens of artistically arranged silvery 
beads. A magnetic closure stylishly marries form and function and 
makes our hand made cuff super simple to put on or remove. Measuring 
approximately 7" x 1", cuff arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#16704 | $108

enlarged to show detail

(e) FOREST GREEN CASHMERE 
PONCHO
Lightweight and incredibly luxurious, our Cashmere Poncho is simply 
chic and elegant—we love it draped over skinny jeans or a cocktail dress! 
Poncho is women’s one size fits most and arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon. Additional colors at oliveandcocoa.com.

#16719 | $188

(a) AINSLEY
Luscious pastel purples and greens are complemented by crème blossoms 
and thistles to create an arrangement that’s bright and inviting. Ready to 
display in a dark stained wood box, Ainsley measures approximately  
7" x 7" x 10" to top of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains 
floral foam; CA residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#19078 | $88

(f ) UNICORN BOTANICAL PAJAMAS
The gateway to dreamland is surrounded by unicorns and a colorful 
botanical garden. Decorated with a stylish, fantastical print, pajama set 
includes a button front top and matching drawstring elastic waistband 
pants with pockets. Woven of 100% cotton, pajamas are available in 
women's sizes small, medium, large, and extra large and arrive gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21631 | small | $248

#21632 | medium | $248

#21633 | large | $248

#21634 | extra large | $248

(d) SONORA
Send a bouquet in signature Olive & Cocoa® style! Ombré shades of red, 
pink, and crème are expertly arranged, surrounded by a garden of hardy 
green leaves for a presentation that's simply gorgeous. Sonora measures 
approximately 7" x 7" x 10" to top of arrangement and requires next day 
shipping. Contains floral foam; CA residents, see order info page for Prop 
65 warning.

#21646 | $64

“An unexpected 
gift is always 

the most 
remembered.”

(c) VELVET HARVEST RUANA
Shimmering threads in earthy hues give our open front Velvet Harvest 
Ruana undeniable flair. Woven of the softest threads with a burnout velvet  
design and side stitched sleeves, this ruana is the perfect finishing touch  
to her ensemble. Women's one size fits most ruana arrives packaged in  
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21483 | $168

(f )

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(d) REGAL MONOGRAM PAJAMAS
Pure white 100% premium cotton pajamas are embellished with the 
initials of your choice for unique sleepwear she'll adore. With a long sleeve 
button front top and drawstring elastic back pants, pajamas are available 
in women's sizes small, medium, large, and extra large. Custom pajamas 
arrive adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow and take 
approximately 7 business days to create. Free personalization.

#21546 | small | $234

#21547 | medium | $234

#21548 | large | $234

#21549 | extra large | $234

(e) BLACK LOTUS KIMONO
Elevate her loungewear with our chic Black Lotus Kimono. Woven of the 
softest fibers with a shantung-like feel, kimono is a comfortable, elegant 
addition to her wardrobe. Complete with a matching belt, women's one 
size fits most kimono measures approximately 54" from collar to hem and 
arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21564 | $224

(f ) MOONSTONE BAR NECKLACE
An intriguing moonstone dangles from a golden chain to add a mystical 
element to her style. Measuring approximately 1" long, faceted moonstone 
pendant is complemented by a 17 ½" long gold filled chain with a spring 
ring closure. Moonstone Bar Necklace arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21600 | $98

(a) CHINESE LANTERN & BERRY 
WREATH
A wispy ring of naturalistic faux boughs and berries accented with elegantly 
preserved Chinese lanterns offers a bright welcome awash in spicy tones 
of persimmon and apple red. Featuring a sturdy base made of branches, 
easy-to-hang wreath measures approximately 25" in diameter and arrives 
adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#16640 | $104

enlarged to show detail

(b) TOPAZ BLOOMS
An exotic succulent crowns our illustrious gathering of warm gem-tone 
florals and subdued cocoa pods. Expertly arranged and accented with 
eye-catching greenery in a dark stained hand crafted wood box, floral 
arrangement measures approximately 7" x 7" x 9" to top of arrangement 
and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam; CA residents, see 
order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#14364 | $108

(d)(b)

(e)

(f )

(c) COUTURE PAISLEY KIMONO
Bold, inspired, and undeniably fashionable, our Couture Paisley Kimono 
is woven of robust cotton adorned with tapestry-inspired paisley patterns, 
making it perfect at home or away. Comfortable kimono has roomy sleeves 
and a matching belt. Women's one size fits most kimono arrives packaged 
in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21563 | $258

(a) (c)
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(d) ARCADIA FLORAL SCARF
Vibrant yet somehow unassuming, our Arcadia Floral Scarf embodies 
the allure of a crisp autumn afternoon. Spun from lightweight wool for a 
sumptuously soft feel, scarf is finished with fringed edges. Scarf measures 
approximately 28" x 64" and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#18940 | $184

(e) LOCHLAREN PLAID PONCHO
Keep her warm, cozy, and most of all, fashionable! Sumptuously soft fibers 
are woven into an earth-tone plaid for a chic outer layer she’ll love wearing 
all year long. Finished with a cowl neck and bold side snaps, poncho is 
women’s one size fits most and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#18941 | $118

(a) WENTWORTH FELT HAT
Fashioned in the tradition of the mist-covered British countryside, our 
Wentworth Felt Hat is the marriage of vintage charm and modern style. 
Crafted of lush olive green felted wool with an adjustable interior band, 
women’s one size fits most hat measures approximately 12" in diameter 
and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#18917 | $138

(b) URBAN OASIS SUCCULENT
A fabulous array of succulents is expertly planted to bring lasting beauty 
and calm to any setting. Arranged in a rustic galvanized potager, Urban 
Oasis Succulent measures approximately 7" square by 6" tall and requires 
2nd day shipping.

#21518 | $88

(f ) SOFIA LEATHER TOTE
Modern sophistication meets abundant organization. Crafted of premium 
leather with a raw edge, our fabric lined Sofia Leather Tote has three 
distinct compartments: two full size snap-top sections surrounding a  
zip-top center area. Finished with generously sized straps, handbag 
measures approximately 17" x 6" x 11" with a 10" drop and arrives 
packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21524 | $398

(c) GILT ACORN CANDLE SET
Our Gilt Acorn Candle Set creates a relaxing autumnal ambiance. With 
fragrant, warm spices reminiscent of fall, our lidded Gilt Acorn Candle is 
complete with a box of long matches with a colorfully illustrated squirrel. 
Candle measures approximately 4" in diameter by 4 ½" tall and the set 
arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21552 | $74

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

“One stylish 
accessory 

can change 
everything.”
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(d) WATERCOLOR PUMPKINS  
ESTATE MAT
Invite guests to come in and stay a while with a patch of harvest pumpkins. 
With a watercolor style motif, this beautiful mat is made from durable 
coconut coir and measures a grandiose 18" x 40". Mat arrives adorned with 
a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Natural shedding may occur.

#9691 | $68

(c) GRAPEVINE PEACE SIGN
Wonderfully oversized and crafted of grapevines to represent growth and 
prosperity, our Grapevine Peace Sign has a golden finish that delivers 
a message with year-round appeal. Measuring approximately 34" in 
diameter, peace sign arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® 
satin bow.

#21394 | $134

(b) CHUNKY FRINGED THROW
Cozying up in front of the fire has never been so stylish. Super soft chunky 
knit in variegated and complementary earthy tones with a ring of fun fringe, 
throw adds a textured pop of color to any room. Measuring approximately 
53" x 66", throw arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#16692 | $118

HOME
peace at

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a) MODERN EVA VASE
Juxtaposing graceful glass suspended from a metal base, our Modern Eva 
Vase uniquely displays your own fresh stems. Inspired by the mid-century 
modern design movement, vase effortlessly complements every décor.  
Vase measures approximately 8" x 3" x 9" and arrives gift wrapped in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. 

#21510 | $64

(a)

“The lush  
colors of  

nature embody  
serenity.”
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(a) TWINKLING BOTTLE LIGHTS
We’ve captured a sparkling night sky with our Twinkling Bottle Lights. 
Strings of petite LEDs give these delightful glass bottles soft and steady 
illumination that enhances any surrounding with the push of a button. 
Standing 13" tall, set of four bottles arrives gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon. Batteries included.

#11416 | set of 4 bottle lights | $134

(a)

(b) “ON BOARDS” SERVING SET
For anyone who loves to display their food as a work of art, this set is 
guaranteed to bring a smile. Charmingly paired with the book “On Boards,” 
our wood serving board features an especially eye-catching shape. Serving 
board measures approximately 11" x 16" including handle and arrives 
packaged together with hardbound book in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap  
with ribbon.

#18931 | $98

(c) OAKLEAF PEWTER PITCHER
The timeless shape of leaves and acorns graces a glass pitcher for a most 
elegant presentation. Crafted of glass with pewter accents and wooden 
acorns, our 50 oz. pitcher is a stylish, modern vessel. Oakleaf Pewter 
Pitcher measures approximately 4" in diameter by 9 ½" tall and arrives 
packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21506 | $188

(e) RECLAIMED METAL TOM TURKEY
Gobble, gobble! Crafted of rustic, one-of-a-kind reclaimed metal,  
our Tom Turkey is a fun way to welcome the Thanksgiving season.  
Perfect for displaying indoors or outside, turkey is finished on every side to 
prove that he's top of the pecking order. Measuring approximately 14" long 
by 10" wide by 17" tall, sculpture arrives adorned with a fluffy signature 
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21493 | $154

(b)

(d) MYRTLE SEASONS WREATH
Representing every hue of this vibrant tree's maturation, our Myrtle 
Seasons Wreath is an absolute stunner. Hand crafted of real, preserved 
myrtle branches, easy-to-hang wreath measures approximately 18" in 
diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® 
satin bow. Keep wreath from direct sunlight to preserve coloring. Takes 
approximately 7 business days to create.

#21553 | $134

A Harvest Social
Set the scene for thanks and togetherness.

(c) (d)

(e)
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(f ) AUTUMN SWEETS CRATE
Brimming with harvest treats, petite includes a maple leaf lollipop, a toasted 
coconut cookie lollipop, chocolate dipped sandwich cookies, orange striped 
chocolate caramel pretzels, coconut brittle, trail mix, and caramel and 
cheddar popcorn. Large adds an extra maple leaf lollipop, an additional 
toasted coconut cookie lollipop, white striped chocolate caramel pretzels, 
and white chocolate fruit and nut bark. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#11775 | petite | $84

#11776 | large (pictured) | $128

(a) BACKGAMMON & TREATS
A beloved game receives an artistic, modern update. Painted with a sun & 
moon motif, our wooden backgammon set is carved for a tactile playing 
experience. Paired with red & white licorice, mixed nuts, and a variety of 
jelly beans, backgammon board measures approximately 9" x 11" when 
closed. All arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21601 | backgammon game & treats | $164

(c) HIP SKULL ROCKS GLASSES
Character matters when selecting a drink—or drinkware. Our 14 oz. rocks 
glasses are precisely etched with hip skulls, each with its own distinct 
headwear to exude personality. Measuring approximately 3" in diameter by 
4" tall, set of 4 glasses arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#21555 | set of 4 glasses | $124

(d) CAPE COD ORGANIC COTTON 
THROW
Woven of the most sumptuous organic cotton in a warm, welcoming 
pattern, our throw is a precious comfort when nights turn cool. Complete 
with an oversized pom on each corner, Cape Cod Organic Cotton Throw 
has neutral tones that complement every home's décor. Throw measures 
approximately 54" x 76" and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap 
with ribbon.

#21534 | $218

(e) WOOD ROSETTE WREATH
Autumn shades of orange, yellow, crimson, and brown come to life 
on a twig backing for a wreath that celebrates fall's beauty. Crafted of 
exquisitely arranged rosettes of shaved wood, wreath boasts unparalleled 
craftsmanship. Wood Rosette Wreath measures approximately 18" in 
diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa®  
satin bow.

#21504 | $118

(b) FARMHOUSE FLEUR
With a bundle of bright farm fresh blooms, everything becomes sunny.  
A bouquet of vivid golden, auburn, chartreuse, and rouge blooms accented 
with textural foliage and berries comes expertly arranged in a dark stained 
hand crafted wood box. Farmhouse Fleur measures approximately  
7" x 7" x 9" to top of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains 
floral foam; CA residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#4777 | $98

“Warm an
autumn home

with artisanal
adornments.”

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )
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(a) WOOD ROSETTE 
WREATH
Autumn shades of orange, yellow, crimson, 
and brown come to life on a twig backing for a 
wreath that celebrates fall's beauty. Crafted of 
exquisitely arranged rosettes of shaved wood, 
wreath boasts unparalleled craftsmanship.  
Wood Rosette Wreath measures approximately  
18" in diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21504 | $118
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